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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Cardiff South Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

David Holland

Principal

School contact details

Cardiff South Public School
9 Lake Avenue
Cardiff South, 2285
www.cardiffsth-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
cardiffsth-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
4954 7296
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Message from the Principal

The 2018 school year has been another highly productive one for both the students and the staff of Cardiff South Public
School. The introduction of explicit instruction pedagogy into classrooms in 2017 continued this year with a strong
emphasis on lesson design and lesson delivery in Mathematics. Routines established in 2017 for warm–ups and Spelling
Mastery lessons continued with ongoing success and we were able to add a whole–school numeracy program called
'Rocket Maths' into our daily routine. Whilst establishing each of these initiatives has taken considerable time and
resources, they are bearing fruit for the students with wonderful progress evident. Throughout the ongoing
implementation of explicit instruction, the teachers have continued to develop their capacity for preparing and delivering
engaging lessons that are well targeted to students' developmental levels. They have been supported by a leader of
pedagogy and have received additional coaching and mentoring support from a consultancy company called Good to
Great Schools Australia. I commend all of the staff for their efforts and diligence this year and congratulate the students
on the progress they have each made.

In addition to success in the classroom, there were a number of highlights outside the classroom this year. None more so
than our second ever 'Southy Showtime'. The performance night committee, led wonderfully by Miss Louise Murray, did
a fantastic job of developing the concept, writing the script and organising all of the finer details that led to our 'Night at
the Movies'. For the first time we introduced a matinee performance for families unable to attend during the evening or
for extended family members. The performances delivered by our students were absolutely superb and we were
extremely proud of them all. Both the matinee and evening performances were well attended and the feedback following
the event was overwhelmingly positive. We are grateful for the community's support of this event and were delighted to
see our students excel in a number of really positive ways through this experience. There were a variety of other special
events including: Mothers and Fathers Day breakfasts, excursions for all grades including Canberra/Snow for Year 6,
Book Week, Education week, NAIDOC Week visits to the Murrook Cultural Centre and the K–2 swimming program in
Term 3. With a variety of other incursions and excursions it was a very busy year!

In Term 4, our preschool went through the Assessment and Rating process for only the second time. Despite a few
unexpected hurdles to overcome at the last minute, the preschool came through the process with flying colours. Our
preschool was rated overall as 'Meeting the National Quality Standard' once again and there were 6 sub–areas within the
standards being assessed as 'Exceeding the National Quality Standard'. Congratulations to the staff involved in this
process on a great result. Our preschool is a genuine asset to our school and the quality of the work they are doing is
excellent.

At the end of the 2018 school year, I informed the community that I felt that it was time for me to move on and make way
for a new school leader of this great school. I sincerely thank the community for their ongoing support over the past 6
years as I have led this school and tried to bring about important reforms and changes. I wish all of our students, staff
and parents the best for the future and look forward to hearing of the school's ongoing successes in the future. It has
been my privilege.

David Holland
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School background

School vision statement

At Cardiff South Public School our vision is to adopt an inclusive and holistic approach to learning, which provides the
foundation for collaborative partnerships between staff, students and community leading to all students achieving
personal excellence.

School context

Cardiff South Public School is a P–6 school which was initially opened in 1951. It is a part of the Lake Macquarie North
Network with strong ties to the local Cardiff Communities of Schools (CCoS).

The school's enrolment numbers have been quite stable over the past three years. The school's 2018 K–6 enrolment is
304, with an additional 40 part–time places offered annually within our onsite DEC Preschool. 11% of the school's
population is Aboriginal, 7% have a Language Background other than English (LBOTE) and there are 3 students who
have received additional support under the EALD program.  24% of the school's current enrolments are non–local.

The school consistently averages over 94% annually for attendance. Our Family Occupation and Education Index
(FOEI), on a scale between 0 and 300, is currently 101 (the state average is 100).

Analysis of recent NAPLAN, Best Start and School–based data highlights that the school's students have generally
performed well in Reading. Areas requiring development are Writing, Grammar and Punctuation and Maths.

The Preschool went through accreditation in Term 4, 2018 and was assessed as 'Meeting the National Standards' in all
seven elements assessed.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

In the domain of Learning, our focus has been on Explicit Instruction (EI) with a focus on literacy and numeracy, the
delivery of highly effective writing practices and improved school–wide wellbeing strategies to increase students' physical
activity and fundamental movement skills. In 2018 we have developed a comprehensive scope and sequence for Maths
following the Explicit Instruction (EI) pedagogy framework and research. We engaged the support of the company Good
to Great Schools Australia (GGSA) and were provided with an implementation manager. They worked closely with us
throughout our implementation process to refine and improve our teaching and learning programs and assessment
procedures, ensuring the evidence we collect from students about their learning is reflected in future planning for
learning. Our participation in the iPlay program significantly impacted upon building the capacity of staff to develop
opportunities and to refine their Physical Education lessons to maximise student's physical activity. All staff completed
online learning modules and had face–to–face visits from our school mentor to develop our knowledge. The data
analysed reflects a change in student activity during PE lessons which is also reflected in teaching and learning
programs.

In the domain of Teaching, our Explicit Instruction focus was strongly supported by the implementation manager from
GGSA. We used Quality Teaching, Successful Students (QTSS) funds to staff a Leader of Pedagogy 3 days per week
and a Leader of Curriculum 2 days per week. Our focus in EI was around the area of Maths and the design and delivery
of highly effective lessons. We continued and built upon the strong culture of collaboration that currently existed in our
school to ensure continuity and to improve student learning outcomes. All Stages had planning days to analyse data and
plan their cycles of learning for Maths. They then planned and designed explicit lessons to personalise learning for the
students in their classes. Professional Learning was led by our implementation manager, Toni Hatton in Term 1 & 2 and
then Melissa Pilcher in Term 3. We continued to monitor and refine Spelling Mastery so that it was delivered with fidelity
and consistency across the school K–6. Through the guidance of GGSA we implemented Rocket Maths. This is a 10
minute program that develops automaticity in student's skills, knowledge and understanding of the 4 basic operations of
Maths. With the support of GGSA we were able to develop clear protocols and guidelines for coaching and mentoring
and develop specific and targeted professional learning related to all areas of EI.
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In the domain of Leading, our priority has been to implement a culture of coaching and mentoring of the EI pedagogy.
The Leader of Pedagogy and the Leader of Curriculum developed coaching protocols and procedures. We purchased a
Swivl device for staff to video their own teaching for self–reflection and coaching purposes, which has been an effective
tool. Walk throughs and 5–minute coaching sessions were implemented by the Principal, Leader of Pedagogy and
Leader of Curriculum. A school–wide overview was developed and the professional learning was able to be targeted to
our needs as a school. Our implementation manager from GGSA provided demonstration lessons to all staff of an EI
lesson and also supported the Leader of Pedagogy and Leader of Curriculum in the coaching process.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

High quality teaching and learning

Purpose

To improve student achievement and teacher quality by implementing evidence–based practices that focus on high
expectations and meeting the diverse needs of all students

Overall summary of progress

The implementation of Explicit Instruction pedagogy in Maths K–6 had a significant impact upon teacher quality and
knowledge and student learning outcomes. The use of QTSS funds to create a Leader of Pedagogy and Leader of
Curriculum provided an effective coaching and mentoring model to ensure consistency of the EI maths lesson elements
K–6. These roles focused on mentoring and coaching staff, developing and delivering effective targeted professional
learning and implementing school–wide processes and resources. All stages had 1.5 days a term for planning days to
work collaboratively to design lessons and assessment tasks. These days were highly valued by staff and the time was
utilised efficiently and effectively. The Spelling Mastery program continued and through the coaching and mentoring
process, it's fidelity of delivery and consistency K–6 was maintained. In Term 3 we implemented Rocket Maths in Years
1–6 which supports our student's automaticity with basic number facts for the four operations. This program was highly
valued by the students and engagement improved.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

To improve the % of students in
the top two bands of NAPLAN for
numeracy in Yr 3 from an
average of 21% to 35%; Yr 5
from 18% to 30%

Collaborative stage
planning days– $27000

GGSA consultation–
$28600

Leader of
Pedagogy/Curriculum
topup– $46851

33% of Year 3 students achieved the top two bands
in Numeracy for NAPLAN in 2018

14% of Year 5 students achieved the top two bands
in Numeracy for NAPLAN in 2018

These results indicate the strategies we have in
place are supporting our students in their learning.

To increase parent participation
in 3–way learning conferences by
20% over 3 years from baseline
data

School Interviews online
booking system– $177
annually

Staff release: half day for
each classroom teacher–
$6000

In Term 1, we held goal setting interviews for the
first time. These were scheduled after school hours
and were implemented to allow parents/carers to
inform their child's new teacher for 2018 of any
concerns or specific information. In the interviews
held at the end of Semester 1, we had 151
interviews booked with teachers using the online
booking system. Each teacher was provided with
half a day off class to schedule meetings and we
also allowed one late afternoon until 6pm. As we
have no baseline data to compare to we will monitor
this data across 2019 interview periods.

Next Steps

In 2018 we expended a significant amount of time and professional learning to support the consistent implementation of
Explicit Instruction K–6. Staff are feeling more confident and skilled with lesson design and delivery. Our next steps for
2019 include:

* continue Explicit Instruction in Maths including– maths cycles, lesson design and assessment

* refine assessment procedures and data analysis

* Stage leaders to mentor and coach their stage with continual improvement in Maths

* continue with Rocket Maths and Spelling Mastery programs
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Strategic Direction 2

Holistic approach to wellbeing

Purpose

To develop the whole child by creating an environment which is underpinned by school values and beliefs, where
children are empowered to be successful emotionally, physically, socially and academically

Overall summary of progress

In 2018, all staff have undertaken professional learning through the iPlay organisation in association with the University
of Newcastle. This professional learning has included online learning modules which the staff then used to implement
improved physical activity, PE and sport lessons. Mentor lesson observations were conducted and the collection of
physical activity data was analysed. From this data it was found that our students have increased their levels of physical
activity from the baseline data collected prior to the beginning of the initiative by 5%. Teachers have increased the
percentage of time that students are engaged in moderate physical activity by 10%. All of the staff's teaching programs
include a systemic and explicit approach to teaching the fundamental movement skills.

The preschool outdoor environment upgrade went through a design consultation process throughout 2018. Designs were
developed and then separated into phases for the works to be carried out. This will continue into 2019 as final quotes
were still taking place. At this stage the fort area will be removed and new soft fall and climbing equipment will be
installed along with new edging around the climbing area. This changed outdoor environment will meet safety regulations
and encourage and stimulate healthy, risk–taking play opportunities for our preschool students.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Increase the % of students that
indicate 'they are interested and
motivated' in their learning from
72% to 82%

Tell Them From Me Survey
completed in weekly
technology classes

In 2018 66% of students indicated in the Tell Them
From Me survey that 'they are interested and
motivated' in their learning.

Increase of 20% in physical
activity levels of students K–6 as
measured from baseline data

iPlay program mentor
pedometers and iPlay
activity trackers

iPlay online learning
modules

This was our first year tracking the student's
physical activity. From baseline data taken at the
beginning of the year we found there was a 5%
increase in student activity. This can be attributed to
changes in the design and teaching of Physical
Education and Sport by teachers through the
professional learning staff participated in.

Next Steps

In 2019, we will continue to focus on the following areas in wellbeing:

* stage 1 of the preschool outdooor environment will be completed and Stage 2 of the works will begin to be investigated.

* we will be implementing a school–wide social and emotional framework P–6.

* iPlay pedagogy will continue to be implemented and refined. Tracking of student's physical activity will be continued.
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Strategic Direction 3

Highly effective classroom practice in writing

Purpose

To implement a consistent whole–school approach to the teaching of writing focused on effective teaching practice and
enhancing student achievement

Overall summary of progress

In 2018 we participated in the Writing Initiative designed by DoE employees. As our main focus was on Explicit
Instruction pedagogy, it was identified that the specifics of this model would not align with this pedagogy. Therefore, we
used 2018 to research other models we could use for writing, in consultation with the Good to Great Schools
implementation manager. We sourced professional learning for 2019 in the form of Seven Steps to Writing Success and
this will form our way forward with writing in 2019.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

To improve the % of students in
the top two bands of NAPLAN for
writing in Yr 3 from an average of
35% to 45%; Yr 5 from an
average of 5% to 20%

Writing Initiative– 3 days
casual relief for professional
learning– $1500

NAPLAN Marking course–
$180

We began the year participating in this initiative
before we decided it was not a good fit for Explicit
Instruction. Other efforts to improve writing however
saw us achieve our overall 3 year improvement
measures with 54% of students in Year 3 achieving
in the top two bands for NAPLAN writing and 22%
of Year 5 students achieved the top two bands for
writing.  Moving forwards we need to continue to
monitor writing to see if this uplift in results is
sustained.

Improved school practices reflect
a shift from delivering to
sustaining and growing in the
area of 'Effective Classroom
Practice' as measured against
the School Excellence
Framework

Stage Planning days–
$27000

We are well on the way to moving to 'sustaining and
growing' in relation to effective classroom practice.
In 2019 our focus will need to shift to embed
negotiated observations with feedback in our
mentoring plan. We work collaboratively within our
stages engaging in professional dialogue and
planning for improved classroom programs and
practices.

Next Steps

In 2019 all staff will participate in Seven Steps to Writing Success professional learning and from this we will develop:

* a writing scope and sequence K–6

* a consistent programming format, assessment tasks and scheduled opportunities for Consistent Teacher Judgement

* resources to support the effective teaching of writing
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $39 337 To improve the engagement of all students,
staff and families to better understand
Aboriginal education, including history and
culture. Initiatives in place for the 2018 school
year sought to ensure that all stakeholders
were provided with a range of authentic
activities and opportunities to explore culture.
In 2018, 4 staff members participated in
Connecting to Country training and found this
to be a very valuable experience. As a result
of consultation with our Aboriginal families we
again held our PLP meetings up at
Yamuloong conference centre and provided a
light supper. All teachers attended to build
and strengthen relationships with our families
and develop learning and cultural goals to
support our students. In 2018 for NAIDOC
Week, our whole school K–6 attended an
excursion at Murrook Cultural Centre. This
day immersed students in Aboriginal culture
from story telling, dance, art and learning
about artefacts. We also had visitors from
Speaking in Colour come in and show our
students how to do basket weaving and our
Aboriginal students selected a friend to attend
the NAISDA dance workshop in Wyong again
this year. A range of diverse activities were
chosen to support our students' learning
about Aboriginal culture and history
throughout the year.

English language proficiency $1 094 The school's funding in this area was reduced
in 2018 compared to previous years. The
funds that were received contributed to
teacher release to plan and implement
additional support for students identified as
requiring ongoing EALD support. Progress
was measured and reported ongoing using
the ESL scales.

Low level adjustment for disability $24 323 To provide ongoing support from the LaST
and scheduled meeting times with families in
order to support adjustments for students to
achieve personal best outcomes. This year
we held transition meetings and Out of Home
Care meetings to support the students in our
school with their achievements. We used
these funds to employ the LaST for an
additional 0.1 FTE per week and to engage
an additional SLSO to support our students.
Our LaST continued to implement the Multi–lit
program and continued to support and train
our 3 SLSOs to administer it. In 2018, 6
students participated in the program. One
student left the school and 3 students
successfully completed the program. 2
students will continue through the program in
2019.  Our LaST participated in Mini–Lit
training to lay a platform for implementation in
2019.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

$46851 top up from RAM

0.55 FTE allocation

In 2018 we created 2 positions to provide
Instructional Leadership to our teachers,
which in turn would result in the authentic
implementation of Explicit Instruction K–6 in
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Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

$46851 top up from RAM

0.55 FTE allocation

Maths, Spelling Mastery and Rocket Maths.
We created a Leader of Pedagogy (3 days
per week) and a Leader of Curriculum (2 days
per week). These 2 teachers worked
collaboratively with the GGSA implementation
manager in Explicit Instruction. They provided
coaching and mentoring and developed a K–6
Maths scope and sequence. They developed
professional learning for all staff and
researched evidence based practices to
support this new initiative in our school.
Surveys completed by staff at the end of 2018
indicated  that 78% felt that enough support
had been provided with Explicit Instruction.

Socio–economic background $224 093 Socio–economic funds were used to provide
a variety of support across 2018. Our change
in pedagogy to Explicit Instruction guided by
our consultation with Good to Great Schools
Australia attributed for a large part of this
figure. Topping up QTSS funds from 0.55
FTE to 1.0 FTE  for the Leader of Curriculum
and Pedagogy roles as well to ensure this
pedagogy was implemented effectively and at
a high standard. Along side this we provided
support for our teachers with collaborative
planning days each term and the purchase of
resources to support this initiative. The LAST
allocation was also topped up from 0.6 FTE to
0.8FTE and an additional SLSO was sourced
using these funds to ensure our students
were provided with the intervention required
to support their learning needs. Rocket Maths
resources and the program was purchased to
support our student's automaticity with maths
facts. Spelling Mastery student workbooks
and teacher guides were also purchased
using this funding source. A high number of
student's were provided with financial
assistance for a variety of excursions and
school events across the year as well as with
everyday expenses including book packs and
school uniforms.

Support for beginning teachers $230– Beginning Teacher
course

$5189– Beginning Teacher
extra RFF

 • Support for beginning
teachers ($500.00)

In 2018 we had one beginning teacher
employed at the start of the year. This teacher
was released for an additional 2 hours per
week with additional whole day release
provided at convenient times to develop their
skills and knowledge and to work 1 on 1 with
their supervisor and/or mentor. During these
periods of extra release they were able to
observe other teachers in their classroom and
work on aspects of programming and
assessment with their supervisor. This money
and time also allowed them to have time to
complete a thorough induction of our school
and the NSW DoE and it's policies and
procedures. It also provided time for them to
begin the process of Accreditation in line with
the Australian Professional Standards for
Teachers.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 135 145 152 158

Girls 154 144 156 145

Once again the school's enrolment was fairly stable
throughout 2018 with an overall student enrolment of
303. Whilst there were some students who moved on
throughout the course of the year, we were able to
welcome a number of new families as well which kept
the overall enrolment quite stable. As can been seen in
the table above, there were slightly more boys than
girls in 2018 compared to the two previous years.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 97.1 96.2 96.7 95.5

1 96.9 95.9 95.3 96.7

2 96.1 96 96.3 94.8

3 95.9 95 95.2 93

4 96.2 96.2 94 93.5

5 95.9 96 95.6 93.3

6 94.9 94.3 94.9 94.2

All Years 96.1 95.7 95.3 94.5

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 94.4 94.4 94.4 93.8

1 93.8 93.9 93.8 93.4

2 94 94.1 94 93.5

3 94.1 94.2 94.1 93.6

4 94 93.9 93.9 93.4

5 94 93.9 93.8 93.2

6 93.5 93.4 93.3 92.5

All Years 94 94 93.9 93.4

Management of non-attendance

Student attendance at Cardiff South PS is monitored
daily by class teachers and on a weekly basis by the
Assistant Principal overseeing attendance monitoring.
The importance of good attendance is communicated to
parents regularly via newsletters, phone calls, letters of

concern from the Learning and Support Team and at
face to face meetings with teachers. Students are
acknowledged for maintaining good attendance at
school through the provision of specific term–based
awards and privileges. In 2018, 'Outstanding
Attendance' awards were distributed each term to
students whose attendance was over the established
benchmark. Individual awards were presented to
specific students whose attendance was being
monitored by the Learning and Support Team and who
achieved the goals set for them. To assist parents to
provide timely explanations for absence from school,
the school introduced in Term 2 an automatic SMS
notification system that was linked to the school's
Sentral roll–marking software. This system has been
highly effective in aiding the collection of explanations
for absence. If explanations were not received after 3
days, class teachers would send home a
system–generated letter seeking an explanation for any
dates outstanding. The Assistant Principal overseeing
attendance makes contact with any family whose child
has had an unexplained absence after 7 days.
Depending upon the specific circumstances, a number
of strategies can be employed to help improve
individual student attendance rates. If a pattern of
habitual absence occurs after school intervention
occurs, the school refers the matter to the Home
School Liaison Officer in line with Department
procedures.

Class sizes

Class Total

FR0001 21

FR0006 21

FR0003 23

FR0011 23

GR0005 23

GR0002 23

FR0013 30

FR0012 28

FR0016 29

BR0001 28

BR0006 27

CR0002 28
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Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 3

Classroom Teacher(s) 11.64

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.6

Teacher Librarian 0.6

School Administration and Support
Staff

4.12

*Full Time Equivalent

In addition to the positions above, the school used
equity funds to increase the LAST allocation from 3
days to 4 days and to also employ an additional
full–time School Learning Support Officer to deliver
learning and support initiatives such as Multi–Lit. QTSS
funds were combined with additional equity funds to
provide release for one teacher to provide coaching
and mentoring support to colleagues in relation to the
implementation of explicit instruction.

In 2018, 5% of the school's workforce identified as
being Aboriginal.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 0

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

In 2018, a significant proportion of the school's
allocated professional learning funds were focused
upon building staff capacity in relation to the ongoing
implementation of explicit instruction and the
development of leaders in relation to coaching and
mentoring. All teaching staff attended multiple
professional learning sessions led by consultants from
Good to Great Schools Australia (GGSA). This training
aligned with the school plan priority and each teacher's
PDP goals for implementing lesson design and delivery
in Mathematics. Mandatory training was also completed
in line with Department of Education guidelines.

Staff Development Days in 2018 were as follows:

Term 1 – 2018 Child Protection update, WHS induction,
pre–school induction, school values and stage
meetings.

Term 2 – Combined Cardiff Community of Schools
event at Cardiff High which included keynotes by Dr
Bob Wheway, Toni–Hatten Roberts, Louise Gallagher
& Anh Do.

Term 3 – Mental Toughness training including: Thinking
with your brain, the mental toughness continuum and
strategies for change.

End of Year – Teaching staff agreed to completing
additional explicit instruction sessions throughout
Terms 2 and 3 with the support of GGSA in lieu of
attending the final staff development days of the year.

Individual teachers also attended external professional
learning events related to a variety of school and
system priorities and performance and development
goals including: Introduction to the Learning
Progressions, Best Start, Multi–Lit and Mini–Lit,
Evaluation Essentials, School Website Service,
ACHPER, Beginning Teacher workshop, Mana Baya
workshop, Level 1 Cricket Coaching, SCOUT, First–aid
re–certification, Connecting To Country training and
NAPLAN marking. The total amount spent on
professional learning for all staff in 2018 was $18,349.

In 2018, there were no teachers at Cardiff South PS
working towards accreditation at proficient level nor any
seeking or maintaining voluntary accreditation at the
highly accomplished or lead levels of the Australian
professional Standards for Teachers. As a result of the
rollover of all pre–2004 teachers to accreditation
proficiency, all teaching staff are now in the
maintenance phase of accreditation. No staff member's
maintenance due date fell in 2018.
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Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 167,128

Revenue 2,917,293

Appropriation 2,803,970

Sale of Goods and Services -21,911

Grants and Contributions 133,012

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 2,222

Expenses -2,903,697

Recurrent Expenses -2,903,697

Employee Related -2,511,533

Operating Expenses -392,165

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

13,596

Balance Carried Forward 180,724

The school's finances are overseen by a finance
committee consisting of the Principal, School
Administrative Manager and a member of the school
executive. At a minimum, meetings are held once a
month to review budget priorities, expenditure and to
makes adjustments as need arises. The frequency of
finance meetings tends to increase in Semester 2 to
ensure funds are allocated equity funds are expended
in the calendar year. The introduction of the SAP HR
system for Term 4 created some challenges with
monitoring actuals spent for specific initiatives. This
process is expected to be streamlined when the WBS
IO solution is introduced in 2019.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 2,152,992

Base Per Capita 61,346

Base Location 0

Other Base 2,091,646

Equity Total 255,453

Equity Aboriginal 37,678

Equity Socio economic 122,054

Equity Language 6,757

Equity Disability 88,964

Targeted Total 70,909

Other Total 238,879

Grand Total 2,718,234

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
are discouraged during these transition years.

In 2018, a total of 35 students in Year 3 and 53
students in Year 5 sat the NAPLAN literacy tests.
Overall, the school was very pleased with our results in
literacy with Year 3's results being particularly strong.
Despite a drop in performance in 2017, the 2018 results
were across the board more consistent with the upward
trend seen prior to 2017 for our school. Both the Year 3
and Year 5 school averages were above both the State
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and Statistically Similar School Group (SSSG)
averages for all 4 aspects of testing; something we are
particularly proud of. In Year 3, the percentage of
students achieving in the top two bands for Reading
increased from 33% in 2017 to 69% in 2018. A similar
increase was noted in both Spelling and Writing with an
improvement from 35% in the top two bands in 2017 to
60% in 2018 for both aspects. Our results in Grammar
and Punctuation were not as strong as the other 3
aspects of testing with a slight drop in performance for
Year 3 in 2018 compared to the previous year. This is
an area we will work on in 2019. In Year 5, whilst the
gains were more modest than Year 3's they still
represent pleasing progress with the percentage of
students achieving in the top two bands for Reading
increasing from 21% in 2017 to 34% in 2018; for
Grammar and Punctuation from 21% in 2017 to 30% in
2018 and for Writing from 3% in 2017 to 21% in 2018.
Year 5's Reading results were the strongest the school
has had since 2013. When looking at Year 5's results
we are also interested in the percentage of students
that have achieved expected growth between Year 3
and Year 5. In all 4 aspects of testing in literacy, our
school had a higher percentage than the state and
SSSG averages by some margin, especially in Spelling
and Writing. 77% of Year 5 students were at or above
expected growth in Spelling and 77% of Year 5
students were at or above expected growth in Writing.
Overall, we feel the results reflect well on our efforts to
improve teaching and learning through the
implementation of explicit instruction pedagogy in
classrooms and these results also help to validate the
internal assessment data that we hold.
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In 2018, a total of 35 students in Year 3 and 54
students in Year 5 sat the NAPLAN numeracy tests.
Although not as strong as the results in literacy, there is
clear evidence of solid progress in 2018 for Year 3 and
Year 5 in numeracy. Like literacy, the school performed
above the State and SSSG averages for both Year 3
and Year 5. In Year 3 the percentage of students
achieving in the top two bands increased from 28% in
2017 to 49% in 2018. This trend was not repeated in
Year 5 with the percentage of students in the top two
bands fairly stable from 2017 to 2018. Despite this, it
was noted that there was still a significant increase in
the number of students achieving in Band 6 for
numeracy in 2018 compared to the previous year.
Much of this movement was the result of a decrease in
the percentage of school students achieving in Band 5
for the previous Year, thus progress was observed from
Band 5 to Band 6 rather than into the top two bands. In
addition to this, the percentage of students in Year 5
who were at or above the expected growth increased
from 49% in 2017 to 62% in 2018. It is hoped that our
work in numeracy across 2018 may lead to more
students achieving in the top two bands for Year 5 in
2019.

The My School website provides detailed information
and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go
to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access the school
data.

In NSW the Premier's Priorities: Improving education
results focuses on improving the percentage of
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students across the state achieving in the top two
NAPLAN bands for Reading and Numeracy. In relation
to the Premier's Priority our school made excellent
progress in 2018. The school's data shows that in 2018,
37.3% of our students in Year 3 and 5 were in the top
two bands overall compared to 22. 8% in 2017. This
represents an increase of 14.5% and it represents the
highest percentage of students in the top two bands
achieved by our school since this initiative began. Once
again, we are extremely pleased with this result and
hope to continue to grow this percentage as we move
forwards.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Students

In 2018 the views and opinions from students were
captured in March using the 'Tell Them From Me'
surveys. 130 students from Years 4, 5 and 6 completed
the student survey in 2018. Overall there was only very
minor movement in the students' responses compared
to 2017. When looking at the three broad categories in
the report 'Advocacy, Expectations and Belonging', the
most notable movement occurred as a drop in the
results for Advocacy at School from 88% in 2017 to
82% in 2018. When analysing the specific year groups
this drop can be largely attributed to the Year 4
students whose responses in their first year of
completing the survey differed significantly compared to
their peers in Years 5 and 6. The reasons for this
difference is still unclear however it is hoped that
school's work in relation to improving student wellbeing
through social and emotional programs and increased
physical activity may aide improvement in this area in
2019. When drilling down to analyse more specific
aspects of the students' survey growth was observed in
two areas: 'Values Schools Outcomes' had a 4%
increase compared to 2017; and High Skills – High
Challenge had a 2% increase compared to 2017. The
most notable decreases occurred in: Participate
Extracurricular Activities dropping 10% from 2017 to
2018 and Homework behaviour dropping 7%. The
school mean for students with positive homework
behaviours is 16% below the state average and a clear
area for us to focus on in 2019. On a more pleasing
note, the percentage of students reporting being victims
of bullying is once again 10% lower that the state
average highlighting the ongoing success of a number
of school well–being initiatives.

Teachers

The feedback and opinions of teachers was collected in
2018 in relation to the ongoing implementation of
Explicit Instruction (E.I.) at Cardiff South PS. 9 out of 12
classroom teachers completed the 'Explicit Instruction
Implementation Survey' in November of this year. 78%
of respondents indicated that they feel they have been
provided with enough support during the
implementation of E.I. so far. 78% also indicated that
they felt confident in delivering an E.I. learning objective
as well as planning and delivering concept
development activities. 89% of teachers agreed that

they felt confident planning and delivering the skill
development aspects of an Explicit Instruction lesson.
100% of respondents are using E.I. pedagogy and the
scope and sequence designed to support
implementation everyday. In the extended responses
section, several staff indicated that they are still finding
planning 2 mini–lessons in Maths each day a challenge
but the majority of staff valued collaborative stage
planning days to support their preparations. When
asked to indicate areas for future professional learning,
staff indicated: ways to create open–ended
assessments, teaching writing using E.I., correction of
student error, ongoing focus on concept development
and checking for understanding in the higher grades.
The results of this survey will help the executive team
to plan the next phase of implementation and how best
to provide ongoing support to teachers.

Parents

In 2018, parent feedback was sought in relation to the
whole school performance night 'Southy Showtime'.
Parents were asked to indicate whether or not they
would like to see the inclusion of a school matinee
performance to meet their needs. The results were
quite strong with a significant majority of those
surveyed indicating that they would purchase tickets for
friends, extended family or themselves if the option
became available. In Term 3 when this option was
made available to families, more than 50% of the
auditorium's seats were sold for the matinee
performance validating the survey data. Feedback from
those that attended the matinee performance was
overwhelmingly positive.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

2018 was a busy year for the Aboriginal Education
Team that led a number of key initiatives to help
strengthen outcomes for all students in relation to
Aboriginal Education. The team continued to meet
twice a term (except in Term 4) to plan and deliver a
number of whole–school initiatives in relation to
Aboriginal Education. The main initiatives for 2018
included:
 • Aboriginal community dinner – following on

from the successful implementation of this
initiative in 2017, the school again hosted a
community dinner at the Yamuloong Cultural
Centre in Term 1. The aim of this event was to
continue to foster connections with the community
whilst also supporting individual families to
develop high quality Personalised Learning Plans
for all Aboriginal students. The evening was once
again, well–attended and provided class teachers
with the opportunity to collaboratively develop
students PLP's in an environment where families
felt comfortable. There were also a number of
opportunities during the evening for the Aboriginal
Education team to facilitate informal consultation
with the community about the school's priorities
for Aboriginal Education in 2018. The feedback
from the community and the students themselves
about this evening was overwhelmingly positive.
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 • Language and Culture Program – For the third
consecutive year, Cardiff South PS was able to
partner with Yarnteen College educators to run
the Language and Culture program for all of our
Aboriginal students K–6. This program ran on
Tuesday afternoons throughout Term 3 with a
strong focus on assisting Aboriginal students to
build their knowledge of traditional language,
dance and culture. The culmination of the
program was the performance of a traditional
Aboriginal welcome dance to open the
whole–school Southy Showtime performance at
the end of Term 3.

 • NAIDOC Week – in line with the Aboriginal
community's wishes, our aim through NAIDOC
Week is to build knowledge and respect across
the school community in relation to Aboriginal
culture. In 2018 this involved several key
activities. Firstly, all students were able to attend
an excursion to the Murrook Cultural Centre
(Williamtown) with their stage to participate in a
full days' worth of cultural activities that included
painting, singing, dancing and engagement with
artefacts. Secondly, educators from the 'Speaking
in Colour' organisation attended the school to
deliver basket–weaving activities for each class.
Finally, each Aboriginal student in Years 2 –6 was
invited to attend and bring a non–Aboriginal friend
to a workshop and performance by the National
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Skills
Development Association (NAISDA) at Wyong.
Each of these activities helped our students gain
a better understanding and to foster respect for
local Aboriginal culture.

 • Staff Connecting to Country training – the
school continued to prioritise the capacity building
of staff in 2018 in relation to developing a strong
understanding of Aboriginal culture and
perspectives. In 2018, 4 teachers attended the
local Kumaridha AECG's 'Connecting to Country'
cultural awareness training. Each of the 4 staff
that attended this 3 day training returned to
school displaying an increased awareness and
deeper understanding of the issues that impact
Aboriginal students and their families. They were
also better equipped for planning lessons that
were authentic in their inclusion of Aboriginal
perspectives into the classroom curriculum.

 • Integrated Units of work – in the classroom
teachers are consistently supported by the
Aboriginal Education Team to embed Aboriginal
perspectives across a variety of units of works in
each of the Key Learning Areas. Some examples
of this in 2018 included: 'Surviving a Bushfire' –
Stage 3; 'First Contacts' and 'The Earth's
Enviroment' – Stage 2 'Past and present family
life' – Stage 1; and 'Paddock to Plate' – Early
Stage 1.

 • Preschool – consistent with the National Quality
Framework our preschool staff are constantly
incorporating Aboriginal perspectives into the
preschool education program. Each day starts
with an acknowledgement of country and a
'check–in' yarning circle on the floor mat before
activities begin. Important cultural dates are
incorporated into the preschool calendar and are

acknowledged and celebrated as they occur.
Once again, the Aboriginal Education team were
grateful for the ongoing support and deliberate
collaboration that occurred with our extended Aboriginal
community. We are proud of the initiatives outlined
above and the way that they are helping to improve
outcomes for all students in relation to Aboriginal
Education.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

The school maintains an ongoing commitment to
celebrating diversity, showing tolerance towards one
another and upholding multicultural perspectives in the
curriculum. This is achieved in a number of ways at
school. Firstly, throughout the course of the year all
classes get the opportunity within the library RFF
program to participate in studying Asian culture which
in 2018 involved classes completing a unit of work on
Japan. This unit is designed by the teacher–librarian
and aims to teach students about Japanese culture,
demographics, geography and introduce them to basic
Japanese language. Our school also participates each
year, P–6, in Harmony Day activities. In 2018, this
involved classes participating in an incursion called
'Cultural Infusion' delivered by an external provider. The
students were able to rotate through 5 separate
workshops across the course of one day delivered by
skilled educators and performers. These were:
Indigenous Infusion; Bollywood Infusion; Latin Dance
Fiesta; Korean Dance and Arts and African Dance and
Drumming. Through these workshops, students were
able to develop an appreciation and understanding of
the cultures represented and were participate in several
authentic cultural activities. In addition to this, Cardiff
South promotes the annual Multicultural Public
Speaking Competition for students in Stages 2 and 3.
This year 2 students were selected internally to
represent the school and the local zone competition.

The school's anti–racism policy was reviewed and
finalised by the Well–being team in 2017 in line with our
school plan priorities. Whilst incidents involving racism
are rare, these procedures outline how the school's
ARCO will be involved to resolve matters quickly and
appropriately. Throughout 2018, the well–being team
has monitored the implementation of the new
procedures and reviewed incidents of racism referred to
the school's ARCO as required. Explicit teaching about
racism occurs in distinct areas of the curriculum as well
as on an ongoing basis in regular school values
lessons on respect.
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